Tall Ship Battle 3D is a true
David and Goliath story. When
Mars was built in the mid-16th
century she was the world’s largest battleship; “unsinkable” like
a Titanic of her time—and with
powerful guns to keep enemy
ships at bay. Yet in her first major
battle she goes under, overpowered by a fleet of smaller and more
agile ships that refuse to bow to
the might and glory of the giant
tall ships.
Using state-of-the-art surveying technology, the epic discoveries
and scientific exploration of the
gargantuan admiral ships will help
maritime archaeologists unlock the
secrets of tall ship naval warfare.
Replicas of the huge guns will
be tested to see if it was possible
to sink a ship from afar. Could
cannonballs really penetrate their
thick oak hull? How was it to be a
gunner on a tall ship in battle? How
was war at sea fought and how did
tactics and the ships evolve over
time?
Tall Ship Battle 3D is a scientific journey into a spectacular
event of international significance.
Advanced computer-generated
images and historical reenactments put the viewer right in
the middle of an epic duel on the
high seas. The film reveals how
revolutionary naval tactics help
the smaller ships succeed to bring
down the admiralty ship The
Sword, ending the era of tall ships
in battle.
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It was one of the biggest naval battles in history. In a
raging storm, it pitted two fleets with a total of 150 tall ships
against one another. When Europe’s nation states began
forming in the 16th century, royal families sought unlimited
power and fought each other for religious and economic
dominance. This was a time of unimaginable violence and
ruthlessness, a period of wars but also a time of heroism.

Absolute rulers used fear and brutal power to control the
people. The ultimate tools to project this power beyond the
nation’s borders were the baroque-style tall ships. Hugely
expensive and decorated to scare the enemy, they were in fact
difficult to use in battle. Little is known about how they actually fought. Now, thanks to the discovery of two spectacular
shipwrecks in the Baltic Sea, their secrets can be revealed.

Tall Ship Battle 3D follows divers and scientists on
an adventurous expedition to the deep grave of two of the
most majestic ships ever built: Mars the Magnificent and
The Sword. Never before have scientists had a chance to
study tall ships sunk in naval warfare. Divers will salvage
some of the booty that lured the soldiers to risk their lives
trying to board enemy ships in the heat of the battle.
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The Swedish warships Kronan (The Crown) and Svärdet (the Sword), two of the largest ships in the world at the time, sank in the battle of Öland on 1 June 1676.

